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Japanese cuisine restaurant
“Kurogi Nanjing” is opned in Nanjing, China
Laox's Shanghai subsidiary is pleased to announce the grand opening of its upscale Japanese
cuisine restaurant, Kurogi Nanjing, in Nanjing, China on 22 March. This will be the second Kurogi
restaurant, following Kurogi Shanghai, which opened in March 2018 at the Bellagio Hotel, a luxury
hotel located in the Bund of Shanghai.
Since its opening, Kurogi Shanghai has received high praise in China and was awarded one star in
the 2020 Black Pearl Restaurant Guide*2. After a closure due to the effects of the COVID19, the
restaurant recorded its highest ever number of customers in July last year. The restaurant is now
known as one of the best Japanese cuisine in Shanghai, with reservations difficult to booke. Jun Kuroki,
owner chef of the restaurant, has created a new style of Kappo Kaiseki( Japanese-style cooking
cuisine), combining the traditional Japanese Kaiseki with his own concept about "playing on food",
creating dishes that leave a lasting impression on the senses, both visually and taste-wise.

Interior of Kurogi Nanjing

※1: Kurogi is known as "the hardest restaurant to book in Tokyo" and was awarded a star in the Michelin Guide Tokyo.
We have partnered with our Shanghai subsidiary to open Kurogi Shanghai in March 2018, located in the Bellagio Hotel in
the Bund of Shanghai.
※2: The Black Pearl Restaurant Guide is a Chinese restaurant rating system published since 2018 by Meituan Dianping,
which operates a Chinese gourmet review website. Ten restaurants from five overseas cities have been selected, including
the famous Chinese restaurant Fureika and the Sichuan restaurant Sichuan Hanten in Tokyo.

At Kurogi Nanjing, we offer a sophisticated and elegant space to share the joy of the four seasons

with our guests in China by introducing them to the Japanese culture, traditional cuisine and seasonal
flowers that have been cherished by Kurogi. We use only the finest ingredients in our dishes and are
always looking for new ways to impress our guests.

We value the experience of preparing food directly in front of you

Cuisine made with the finest ingredients

■Kurogi Nanjing

OPEN: 22 March, 2021
LOCATION:Suning Zhongshan Golf Resort
9 Huanling Road, Xuanwu District Nanjing, Jiangsu, China
URL：https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/aZSX12GKMBrwNZouHYBbwg
We will continue to respond to the changing of times, environment and the needs of our
consumers, and will continue to push forward with proactive initiatives, both in Japan and overseas.
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